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Abstract. The common tendency of mine rail haulage improvement is to 

increase axial power of electrical equipment traction, wagon capacity, and 

enhancing the speed of movement. In this context, it is typical for mine 

machine-building design to equip only locomotives with brake facilities. 

Thus, specific value of braking force of a train cannot exceed basic specific 

resistance to its movement. Test results of carriage rolling stock as for its 

braking efficiency as well as for its structural and dynamic analysis of 

braking mechanism have shown that a shoe-wheel brake of mine 

locomotives is not efficient under operation brake conditions in terms of 

the parametric reliability indices; hence, it is not applicable as an analogue 

for a trailing train part. The objective of the research is to determine a type 

of structural uncertainty while identifying brake conditions for adaptive 

control of alternative-structure tribologic system. Practical implication of 

the results is to determine both type and parameters of empiric dependence 

of brake shoe friction on a wheel tread upon the speed and braking as well 

as upon determination of kinetic characteristic of carriage rolling stock 

brake to be used in the theory of a mine train haulage to provide its safety. 

1 Introduction 

The improvement of engineering level of braking system of discontinuous haulage facilities 

[1 – 10] remains the topical problem while considering the problems of rock mass 

transportation [11 – 21] as well as materials handling both within the operating mine 
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enterprises and the ones to be founded [22 – 26]. 

To enhance friction characteristics of friction pairs, the world practices of the advanced 

brake design [27 – 35] use in the allied transport sectors the current solution of the 

adaptable material mechanics problems while applying composite ceramic-metal and 

asbestos-based brake shoes. However, the process does not involve the developments of 

adaptive structures of mechanisms, tribology, and tribomechanics to vary elastic and 

dissipative characteristics of brake systems on the whole. Haulage theory involves such an 

assumption according to which a brake gear is a rigid-segment mechanism. Moreover, it is 

not typical for mine rail haulage to rate frictional brake characteristics. 

Contemporary research practices know [36] following factors stipulating friction forces: 

1) sliding velocity; 2) specific normal pressure; 3) temperature; 4) actual contact area; 

5) shape and geometry of friction surface; 6) availability of wear products; 7) elastic and 

viscous nature of friction surface deformation depending upon the mechanical 

characteristics of rubbing pair components, and being stipulated by tension modulus and 

shear modulus; 8) surface nature or physical condition of the rubbing pair  surface layer 

components being defined with the help of the material density; 9) freedom of the rubbing 

pair components depending upon the fastening technique; 10) moisture content of the 

friction surface; 11) specific thermal capacity; 12) thermal conductivity; 13) thermal 

diffusivity; 14) heat-transfer factor; and 15) absolute viscosity coefficient. Currently, more 

than 13 empirical friction coefficient-sliding velocity ratios are available for the specific 

technical objects. 

2 Method of examination 

To achieve the purpose, it is necessary to solve statistical modeling problem characterized 

by following type of structural uncertainty [37]: in terms of quantity and composition of 

input variables within the models of brake friction force (coefficient) as output variables.  

The problem is amounted to analysis in the assumption that statistical model of the 

object is  
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where y is the observed input variable; 
0

y  is the non-observed component of the output 

variable; ξ is the random value with zero mathematical expectation and finite variance; xj is 

the j – input variable of the object of ХХ 
0

 set participating in the formation of output 

variable of the object; m is   number being a vector of nonzero unknown coefficients. 

The problem of regression analysis has been formulated in a broad sense, i.e. it is 

necessary to identify which of the input ХХ 
0

 variables are involved in the regression 

model (Х is the specified set of the observed input variables; 
0

Х  set is unknown). Moreover, 

it is required to determine the coefficient estimations within the regression models as a 

function of all input variables, and to evaluate prediction error in terms of the model. 

Friction processes within such heavy-loaded tribological systems as a brake differ in 

complex interaction of performance.  

Current methods of the analysis prevent from obtaining analytical output characteristics 

of a brake in terms of input parameters of its operational modes. The fact can explain 

prevalence of empiric methods while analyzing efficiency and reliability of frictional 

brakes. 
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Study of the experiments concerning tribological systems has shown that the results 

obtained by different authors are controversial and incomparable.  

So, changes in a friction coefficient have been first expressed by hyperbolic empiric 

formula. Lately, the dependence has been specified with the help of exponential type 

expressions, and polynomials of different degrees.  Up to now, railway transport uses a 

dependence of friction coefficient of brake shoes upon sliding velocity and press force in a 

hyperbolic form. The formula type has been selected “taking into consideration all 

specifications and the test results taking into acount a possibility to apply the calculation in 

terms of the reduced friction coefficient”. Institute of Machines Science has developed a 

law helping approximate considerable number of types of experimental dependences.  

The analysis supports the idea that approximation of the experimental dependence of 

brake characteristics, (in particular, friction coefficient), relies upon such general 

prerequisite that the function assumption complies with Weierstrass theorem within a 

measurement interval. The theorem insists upon the idea that it is possible to sequence 

polynoms for a function, being continuous within the closed interval. The sequence will 

tend regularly to the function within the whole interval period. In this context, each 

researcher limits the polynomial series relying upon phenomenological ideas making the 

solutions unstable. Such an approach to select approximating function reflects certain 

viewpoint of some specialists. The function selection is beyond human potential; thus, a 

type of the function should be selected randomly fitting empirically the most convenient 

model category. Opposite viewpoint is as follows: the function type should be well-

substantiated. The current methods of mathematical statistics and probability theory 

propose a definite common approach to different types of the experiment as well as 

representation of its results. 

If it is impossible to substantiate the function type for the model development, several 

algebraic formulas are analyzed statistically. Such a situation is possible when a degree of 

the initial data and values, calculated in terms of each equation, is identical. In this context, 

it is impossible to prefer one of the models; hence, further analysis is to determine such an 

area of experimental conditions where one of the proposed models may be singled out. 

Environment of (n + 1)th experiment performance is identified using discriminant analysis 

according to Box-Hill method [38]. Use of the method has helped us develop a 

mathematical model describing adequately changes in a friction coefficient φ of shoe-wheel 

brake of mine locomotives depending upon velocity V and force applied to the brake 

shoes K.  

In this context, the initial data were analyzed with the help of four types of equations. 

Table 1 demonstrates the link indices for each of the groups. Adequacy measure (R) 

prevents from the best model identification. 

The experiments lasted until the probabilities of the certain φ value obtaining differed in 

terms of each formula.  

Hence, the linear formula: 

1 10.731 0.202 10 0.85 10 0.0015K V              (2) 

is the best technique to describe changes in the friction coefficient within the experimental 

environment – 1 – 3 m/s velocity, and 4.3 – 11.5 kN braking shoe pressing – which can be 

applied as a performance data of shoe-wheel brake of a locomotive. 

The model verification in terms of F criterion [38] is supported by a high convergence 

of the analytical values φ and the experimental ones. 
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Table 1. Statistical dependences of a brake friction coefficient.  
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 are the values calculated in 

terms of kth equation (k = 1, 2, 3, 4). After a point, correlation indices contain indices of the 

fixed factors. 

Stability of the brake friction coefficient is 
max

0.74ave
st





   96% (R = 0.96) of 

which is determined by the load mode and the velocity mode. 

In this context, the experiment plan involved sampling resulting from full-scale brake 

rig tests and brake performance tests. Current values of friction coefficient have been 

determined using Amonton-Coulomb formula; friction force and normal pressure of a brake 

shoe have been identified by means of direct measurements. 

High-intensity dropping friction kinetic characteristic takes place for a shoe-wheel break 

of mine locomotives which needs of the friction force control within a braking mechanism. 

Mathematical friction theory does not consider friction force dependence upon the sliding 

velocity. 

Being a tribological system, a brake has a type of structural uncertainty in terms of the 

number of input variables and their composition within the models of friction force 

(coefficient) as output variables. 
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3 Results and discussion 

The majority of engineering mechanisms have been designed on the basis of Assur 

structural groups or Assur kinematic chains where static certainty as well as kinematic 

certainty is their specific feature [39]. 

In the context of braking mechanisms of wheel pairs, supporting force of a shoe one is 

used as a brake pressure for a shoe two. 3 – 4 brake gear ratio is specified for stock 

locomotives. 

Gear design transfers similar brake pressure within the braking mechanisms of wheel 

pairs determined by a drive force, ratio, and geometry of a wheel mounting. Such pressure 

is assumed as the constant one while calculating gear components and brake force. In terms 

of one-and two-cabin control, brake gears are reduced to a kinematic scheme (Fig. 1, a) 

being a mechanism with one driving member. 

 

а 

 

b 

 

Fig. 1. Kinematic chains of a brake gear: 0 – immovable segment; 1 – 5 – movable segments. 

 

Consequently, brake gear of mine locomotives relies upon a band complex closed 

kinematic chain with six segments; five of them are movable segments. Relative to the 

immovable member (i.e. the fixed member), number of degrees of freedom of the chain is 

W = 1. 

When shoes are being pressed to wheels, a sliding piece (i.e. drive screw) 5 becomes 

immovable. In this context, a gear looks like a kinematic scheme (Fig. 1, b) which degree 

of freedom is W = 0. The abovementioned provides braking shoe pressure. 

Hence, brake gear is an unstable structure mechanism losing its mobility when brake 

mechanism is being activated. If W = 0, then changes in a wheel reaction on a shoe pressure 

results in the deformation of segments 3 and 0 (Fig. 1, b) or in a wheel-shoe contact 

brakeage. 

Changes in shoe reaction are constant due to the wear of friction pair; it is periodic due 

to the action of wheel geometry and oscillations of spring nodes. The abovementioned is 

the reason of unstable input characteristics of braking mechanisms (brake pressure) and 

output ones (braking force, velocity etc.).  

Instability of output brake characteristics determines its parametric reliability (braking 

force is its index) and the locomotive on the whole (braking path). According to [40], it is 

required to preserve the specified performance criteria, called parametric reliability, within 

the preset limits. Locomotive friction coefficient ψр at the braking start and friction 

coefficient ψ at the braking finish are: 
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where В is the brake force; Pсts is the adhesive weight; K is the brake pressure; and V and 

Vst are the wheel slip velocity relative to a shoe; the current value and value at the braking 
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taking into consideration velocity characteristic of the brake friction 
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where а0, а1, and а2 are the parameters of friction characteristic. 

We get ψр = 0,47ψ for Vst = 3 m/s and K = 12 kN; i.e. B(V) exclusive of sliding while 

braking, B(V) dependence prevents from using up to 53% of adhesive weight Рсts. 
Thus, it is necessary to control the break force in terms of B(V) = const law or stabilize 

dependence of a brake friction coefficient upon V to preserve high efficiency of breakage to 

stop. 

Both pressure and brake force is implemented during the performance [41] in the form 

of a function (the basic harmonic) being close to periodic oscillations with frequency 

proximal to rotational velocity of a wheel pair. In this context, oscillation amplitude of the 

brake force is 20 – 34% of the average B value. Oscillation amplitude K  achieves 45% 

K . According to the measurements, average value of variations of a brake force coefficient 

is kv = 21 %. It is %30 vvv kkk  taking into consideration maximum error. 

Hence, average value of the brake force should be decreased by 30% from its limit in 

terms of adhesion to prevent wheel pairs from blocking. Its load modes should be stabilized 

to conserve the brake efficiency. 

Traction theory knows the partial solution for a train motion equation for a braking 

mode: 
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,            (6) 

where аT is the braking deceleration; bt and ωt are the specific values of tangential of brake 

force and resistance to motion; Р and Gtr are the weights of locomotive and train; g is 

the gravity acceleration; and δ is the inertia factor of rotating masses. 

If wheel pairs of locomotive and trailing cars are equipped with brakes, then 

1000

t
Т

gg
a



 
  .            (7) 

In this context, the second addend is of the next lower order than the first one, the 

second addend can be ignored; then, we obtain аТ = 0.92 m/s2 and bt = 100 N/kN for 

ψ = 0.1 and δ = 1.06. We obtain аT = 0.15 m/s2 and bt = 5.6 N/kN for Рсts = 14·104N and 

Р + Gtr = 250·104N. 

Velocity of nominal motion modes of the current locomotives Vst is not more than 

3.5 m/s; and braking deceleration for normative length of braking path Lst will be 
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st
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,                (8) 

where tp is the time to prepare brakes for their action.  
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аT = 0.23 m/s2 deceleration is for Vst = 3.5 m/s, Lst = 40 m, and tP = 4. 

If gradient of the way is equal to the specific tractive resistance, expression (6) helps 

calculate adhesion weight of the train: 

 T st
сts.p

a Р G
Р

g


 ,      (9) 

where Ta

g
 is the part of the total train weight to be used for brakeage. 

Specific value of break force and braking deceleration is proportional to ψ: 

1000tb  ; Ta g .     (10) 

It is possible to obtain 1 – 2g deceleration with the help of mine locomotive traction. 

The total value of the specific brake force by a locomotive with the use of slipper brakes is 

not higher than the specific tractive resistance. In this context, braking locomotive weight is 

not more than 15% of the total train weight. To stop freight train at Vst = 3.5 m/s velocity, it 

is necessary to use up to 23% of the train weight and up to 70% at Vst = 3.5 m/s velocity. 

Thus, parametric failure of a shoe-wheel brake in the form of running wheel blocking is 

typical for a mine locomotive; it results from the unstable characteristics of a brake 

operation. Such brake modes take place for any carriage rolling stock. 

Brakes are controlled to solve following problems: 1) brake efficiency regulation; 

2) correction of instability of the brake mechanism characteristics included in the brake 

design. 

Ground vehicles apply so-called antislide systems (ASS) to control brakes. The systems 

are of complex structure (Fig. 2); they are based upon a principle of pressure modulation 

within a brake gear and control of impulsive loading of a brake mechanism depending upon 

kinematic conditions of wheels and wheel pairs. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Operational diagram of a brake system: 1 – foot lever or a brake control; 2 – brake cylinder or 

a brake switch; 3 – control valve; 4 – wheel brake cylinders; 5 – wheels; 6 – rotational-velocity 

sensor; 7 – microprocessor; 8 – transducer amplifier; and 9 – actuating device. 

 

Rail industrial experiments have been carried out as for the brake equipment testing in 

the mode of impulsive braking pressure within the whole range of the uncontrolled loading. 

That is why brake gear varies the number of degrees of freedom during braking mechanism 

activation. It belongs to non-Assur negative-exponent structural groups, and decrements 

number of degrees of freedom by one [39]. Owing to their specific features, the non-Assur 

structures are called adaptive and indifferent kinematic structural groups.  

As an adaptive structural mechanism, brake gear provides adaptability of motion laws 

of the driven members to the parameters of a friction procedure where the brake mechanism 

participates. Adapting link is a condition of shoe-wheel interaction in terms of their relation 

movement; it depends upon a friction procedure. A brake is an adaptive mechanism with 
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the unstable structure which kinematic scheme should involve rigid segments as well as 

flexible, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric or other segments of another physical nature. 

Currently, there are two ways to develop adaptive systems: 1) development of system of 

the automated control of machines and mechanisms; 2) development of adaptive 

mechanisms and machines as such. 

A brake system with the closed kinematic configuration has indifferent connection 

providing the circuit stress. Indifferent mechanisms with non-Assur negative-exponent 

chains help develop tension along a line of structural and scheme. Static indeterminateness 

and load redistribution among the chain members needs the development of synthesis 

techniques for the closed load structures to identify normalization of frictional 

characteristics of a shoe-wheel brake of mine locomotives and trains. 

Taking into considerations the abovementioned, it becomes necessary to define 

regularities of braking energy dissipation within a brake mechanism. In turn, that stipulates 

determination of the brake mechanism potentials as well as methods to predict frictional 

characteristics while tribological material producing. 

4 Conclusions 

The theoretical substantiation of the states and structure of carriage rolling stock of mine 

rail haulage as a mechanical system with friction has been developed. 

It has been determined that shoe-wheel brake of mine locomotives has a type of 

structural uncertainty in terms of number and composition of input variables within the 

models of dependence of friction force (coefficient) as output variables. In the context of 

adaptive control and identification of a brake conditions it is possible to exclude unstable 

solutions while using all types of static analysis: dispersive, correlative, regressive, and 

discriminant one. Linear regressive discriminant dependence of friction coefficient of a 

mine locomotive brake is identified by means of load mode and speed rate being of 

significant instability resulting from the velocity. Brake efficiency halves during the 

breakage start to stop at 3 m/s velocity; it decreases three times if velocity is 5 m/s; and it 

experiences its 11 times decrease in terms of a brake pressure and velocity variation. 

Functional and morphological brake model has been developed according to which a 

brake gear belongs kinematically to negative-exponent non-Assur groups. A brake has 

unstable input and output characteristics of friction and braking action. A brake is an 

adaptive mechanism with unstable structure which kinematic scheme should involve rigid 

segments as well as flexible, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical (ASS) or other segments of 

another physical nature being adaptive links for shoe-wheel interaction at their relative 

movement depending upon friction procedure parameters. 
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